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ABSTRACT
In  today's  opportunity  Celebrity  support  has  turned  into  a  vital  instrument  in

promoting. Ordinary shoppers are generally presented to a great many voices and

pictures in magazines, daily papers, announcements, sites, radio and TV, and so

forth. Each brand endeavours to take no less than a small amount of a man's a great

opportunity to illuminate them of the distinctive properties of their product through

different mediums, publicizing being a standout amongst the most imperative. In a

spot  like  India  where  Bollywood  stars  and  cricketers  are  loved  and  admired,

advertisers  and  sponsors  see  this  as  a  chance  to  get,  extend  their  operations,

advance their items and make a more extensive shopper/client base. It has turned

into a pattern furthermore a triumphant recipe for brands particularly when a brand is

in  emergency  circumstance.  Numerous  brands  still  don't  go  for  big  name  or

celebrities supports as they need to regard their brand as a celebrity, likewise these

brands need not bother with an assistance or strife with any celebrities as they don't

need that  the superstar  overwhelms their  brand i.e.  the general  population don't

recollect  the  brand yet  the  superstar.  Individuals  with  higher  levels  of  education

might be less influenced by celebrity than those with less education.

So the present research paper focuses on different effects of celebrity endorsement

on  different  education  level  of  people.  A  structured  questionnaire  tool  has  been

developed  to  know the  attitude  of  people  with  different  education  level  towards

celebrity endorsement and how it affects their purchase decision.

INTRODUCTION

Celebrity endorsement is characterized as a surely understood individual utilizing his

or  her  notoriety  and  accomplishments  to  advance  an  item  or  administration.

Celebrities  support  can  manufacture  a  brand,  draw  in  new  clients,  and  impact

shopper buys .Over a timeframe it has turned into a recipe of utilizing a celebrity to

induce the general population to buy the items for deals increment and making an

item tremendous accomplishment in business sector. There is a conviction among
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advertisers in India is that publicizing messages anticipated by big names in the

commercials  give  high  level  of  offer,  consideration  furthermore  that  celebrities

influence the believability and reliability of the cases made, expand the review and

acknowledgment  of  the message hence helping  the buyer  to  recollect  the brand

effectively than those delivered by non-famous people. A celebrity is utilized to give

believability and optimistic qualities to a brand yet the superstar needs to coordinate

the item. Powerful brand battle and a connection between the superstar and the item

are must for a fruitful crusade. Famous people are most likely great at producing

consideration, review and uplifting states of mind towards promoting gave that they

are supporting a smart thought or a brand and there is a fit in the middle of them and

the brand. 

A standout amongst the most widely recognized confidence in advertising industry is

that big name support expands the viability of showcasing system. It is trusted that

big names can interface themselves with the viewers, at last making the clients more

inclined  to  pick  the  item with  a  focused  edge.  The  positive  acknowledgment  of

superstar supports is very pervasive and it's not astonishing that more than 60% of

business promotions depict them. At the point when a brand or item is advanced by

a surely understood identity, it expands the deals and in the long run the piece of the

overall industry, making a shared advantage to the organization and the big name. 

Organizations  contribute  immense  sums  to  build  up  their  image  picture  through

celebrity endorsers. Organizations take mainstream and known appearances from

different fields and pay the great total of cash . The limited time elements and picture

of the item is  firmly incorporated with the identity  of the superstar,  to pass on a

message to the clients to alter their decisions while obtaining an item. Despite the

fact  that  this  is  by  all  accounts  straightforward,  the  achievement  of  a  big  name

supported  item  relies  on  upon  the  adequacy  of  the  promotion  battling.  The

organization utilizes the noteworthiness of the celebrities, to make items making a

focused edge in the business sector and build up itself as a brand. The big name's

factor is most prominent in speaking to the item to his/her picture and offer it some

assistance with reaching the clients. 
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In  Western  nations,  celebrity  supports  have  restricted  effect  on  shoppers  while

buying an item. Be that as it may, in India, the situation is somewhat distinctive as

superstars are verging on revered here, bringing about exceptionally impactful and

powerful celebrity endorsers. 

Be that as it may, today's customer is an entirely unexpected than the purchaser of

even five years back, which implies , what was successful and compelling five years

prior is not as a matter of course so today, as today's buyer will probably be affected

by somebody in their  informal community  or  their  own development level  than a

feeble celebrity association. Today's buyer is educated, taught, time-compacted, and

hard to inspire, and they are just affected by advertisements that are significant and

give data. They would prefer not to have items pushed at them, even from a big

name.

OBJECTIVES:

• To understand the consumer perception regarding celebrities advertisement.

• To know the effect of celebrity on influencing the consumers with different

education level.

• To understand the key factors that makes consumer notice a brand.

HYPOTHESIS:

H0: Different education levels have different effect on the buying product endorsed

by celebrity.

H1:  Different education levels do not have an effect on the buying product endorsed

by celebrity.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

1. IMPACT  OF  CELEBRITY  ENDORSED  ADVERTISEMENTS  ON

CONSUMERS,  by  DR.  BIMAL  ANJUM;  SUKHWINDER  KAUR  DHANDA;

SUMEET NAGRA, (October 2012) 

The objective of the study was to know the reasons of embracing the famous

people in underwriting the items, the effect on deals and to gauge the effect of

promotions supported by big names. The aftereffects of the study reasoned

that organizations rope in the famous people to improve the picture of the

item,  Brand  mindfulness,  review,  maintenance  and  for  believability.  The

concentrate  additionally  reasoned  that  the  items  supported  by  superstars
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have more piece of the overall industry which than those embraced by non-

VIPs.  Purchasers  see  the  promotions  by  famous  people  as  dependable,

proficient, and they have been influenced and connected with big names and

in addition they feel that superstars can impact the interest of the items. It can

be said that big name support has positive effect on organization and brand

and clients.

2. CONSUMER  REACTION  AND  THE  EFFECTIVENESS  OF  CELEBRITY

ENDORSED ADVERTISING BY YANQING JIANG & LIN FANG(JUNE 2014)

 In this study the point was to inspect the potential parts of a large group of key

components with respect to the customer in impacting the level of enticement gave

by big name support in publicizing. In particular, the attention was on the impacts of

different customer qualities on the normal enticement level of superstar supported

promoting.  The  assessed  results  demonstrated  that  sexual  orientation  matters  a

considerable measure in deciding the level of adequacy that influence of big name

embraced  promoting  could  achieve  the  masses.  That  is,  superstar  embraced

publicizing is when all is said in done more fruitful in its convincingness as for female

target buyers. Another imperative component influencing the adequacy of big name

embraced promoting is the level of  the buyer's wage. The level of  the shopper's

wage  collaborates  with  the  level  of  adequacy  of  big  name supported  promoting

regarding the different sorts of items we select. The outcomes additionally propose

that the socio-social foundation of the shopper assumes a basic part in influencing

the convincingness level of superstar embraced publicizing.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 

The study  was  led  by  conducting  survey  which  explored  the  impact  of  celebrity

endorsement  on  the general  population of  various education level.  A total  of  60

questionnaires were received and the data analysis was performed.  

DATA COLLECTION METHODS 
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In this research two methods are adopted for collecting the data. They are primary

and secondary data.

PRIMARY DATA 

Primary data was collected through pre-tested Questionnaire. The data collection

was done using a closed questionnaire consisting of 10 questions. The questionnaire

was constructed to collect information about the effect of celebrity endorsement on

the people of different education level.

SECONDARY DATA 

Secondary  data  was  collected  from  the  online  resources  i.e.  articles  published

online,  data through websites,  Journals,  News articles,  previous research papers

from scholarly journals and books.

SAMPLE GENDER: male and female 

SAMPLE AREA: Delhi-NCR

EDUCAION LEVEL -   Junior School

                 Middle School

       Senior School

        Undergraduate Students/ Qualified

      Post Graduates Students/ Qualified

         Ph.D. Students/ Qualified

SAMPLE SIZE -   Minimum 10 questionnaires from each category mentioned above.

RESEARCH FINDINGS:  

 Junior School :

From the data below it can be interpreted that 70% respondents agree that

they get attracted to buy a product  endorsed by celebrity.  Advertising and

endorsing celebrity makes them notice a brand.70% of them say that they

would buy the product if their favourite celebrity is endorsing it.
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 Middle School :

From the data below it can be inferred that 80% of the respondents slightly

agree that  they get attracted to buy the products endorsed by a celebrity.

Again advertising and endorsing celebrity makes them notice a brand.60%

are slightly agreeing and 40% agree that they would buy a product endorsed

by their favourite celebrity.
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 Senior School :

From the data below it can be interpreted that 30% of the respondents slightly

disagree on getting attracted to buy the products endorsed by celebrity and

70% of them slightly agree to it.

50% feel that celebrity endorser makes them notice the brand, 30% feel it’s

the quality and the remaining 20% say advertising and price. 70% are  slightly

agreeing that they would buy the product endorsed by favourite celebrity and

30% slightly disagree to it.
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 Undergraduate Students/ Qualified :

From the data below it is found that all the respondents slightly disagree that

they would get attracted to buy the products endorsed by a celebrity.40% feel

that it is the quality which makes the notice the brand and 60% say it is the
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price (30%) and other factors(30%) which makes them notice a brand.50%

slightly disagree on buying the product endorsed by favourite celebrity and

40% agree to it.

                                     

 Post Graduates Students/ Qualified
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From the data below it  can be found that 50% of the respondents slightly

disagree and 40% disagree to get attracted to buy the product endorsed by a

celebrity.60% feel that it is the quality which makes them notice a brand and

40% think it is the price. 60% disagree and 40% slightly disagree that they

would buy the brand endorsed by favourite celebrity.

 Ph.D. Students/ Qualified :

From  the  data  below  it  can  be  interpreted  that  90%  of  the  respondents

disagree on getting attracted to buy the brand endorsed by a celebrity.40%

say that it is the quality and remaining 40% and 20% say it is the price and
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other  factors  respectively  which  makes  them  notice  the  brand  .All  the

respondents disagree that they would buy the product from favourite celebrity.

CONCLUSION:

The  research  explains  about  the  effect   of  celebrity  endorsement  on  people  of

different  education  level  .Celebrity  endorsement  is  an  important  tool  for  the

marketers to get their brand a unique position in the market and make the brand

reach to the masses. After the quantitative analysis of closed ended questionnaire it

was found that there exist  a relationship between celebrity  endorsement and it’s

influence or effect on different education level of people. After conducting a study on

the said topic we concluded the following:

 People get less attracted or influenced to buy the products endorsed by a

celebrity as the education level increases.
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 It is found that in junior, middle and senior school level it is the advertising and

celebrity endorser which makes them notice a brand and as the education

level  increases  and  people  become more  informed and  mature,  they  find

quality and price an important factor to notice a brand.

 It  is  also  found  that  as  the  education  level  increases,  the  possibility  that

people would buy the products endorsed by their favourite celebrity decreases

because of the fact that they become more educated, aware, informed and

matured.

Thus,  H1 is rejected in favour of  H0 and as such we conclude that Different

education  levels  have  different  effect  on  the  buying  product  endorsed  by

celebrity.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH:

The following suggestions are made as reference for researchers who are interested

in conducting research in this field of study:

• Research can be embraced focusing on various age bunches in India which

would likely convey to light diverse recognitions in regards to the theme close by. 

• The research embraced on celebrity  endorsement  underwriting in this paper

will be valuable on both scholastic and expert stage, as it investigates the view of

individuals of various age bunch on  celebrity endorsement , giving hypothesis to

insightful and orders for supervisors and experts. 

Since the celebrity endorsement are a national marvel and influence individuals from

every single demographic foundation, such a study could be led on a fairly huge

scale.
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